Kolmogorov famously proved in [6] that multivariate continuous functions can be represented as a superposition of a small number of univariate continuous functions, To date, no one has presented a method to compute a Lipschitz continuous inner function. In this paper, we revisit Kolmogorov's theorem along with Fridman's result. We examine a simple Lipschitz function which appear to satisfy the necessary criteria for Kolmogorov's representation, but fails in the limit. We then present a full solution to the problem, including an algorithm that computes such a Lipschitz function.
1. Kolmogorov's Superposition Theorem. Kolmogorov proved the following theorem in 1957. We could add to this statement that the "inner" functions ψ pq are independent of choice of function f . These inner functions can be chosen to be Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant of 1 [4] . Sprecher in [11] reformulates this theorem by replacing the functions ψ pq with translations and scaling of a single function ψ, which can still be chosen to be Lipschitz continuous. In this formulation, theorem 1.1 becomes Theorem 1.2. Sprecher's KST Reformulation [11] Let f : R n → R ∈ C ([0, 1] n ) where n ≥ 2. Fix ǫ ≤ R ∈ C(R) for q ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, such that f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = Previous scholars, notably Köppen in [7] and Braun and Griebel in [2] , are able to construct Hölder continuous inner functions, but no research has shown how to compute a Lipschitz continuous inner function. Before proceeding to discuss constructions of satisfactory Lipschitz functions, we first outline Kolmogorov's original proof of 1.1, which will be pertinent to our later analysis.
2. Kolmogorov's Original Proof. Kolmogorov begins by dividing the line into intervals separated by gaps, which he denotes by A i with i numbering the intervals. He then replicates this division 2n+1 times where n is the dimension, but shifts it so that the gaps do not line up. Indexing the replicates by q, he now has A q i . To decompose the unit hypercube, he takes all possible products of intervals, making small cubes S q i1,...,in = n p=1 A q ip | 1 ≤ i p ≤ m, 0 ≤ q ≤ 2n . In two dimensions, for each q we get what looks like a system of city blocks separated by roads, which led Arnold to term them "towns" [1, 12] . As a last step, he makes a series of refinements to the line division, indexed by j, so that we have A q j,i and carry out the same construction for each level of refinement. We will henceforth refer to j as the level of refinement. The idea is then to approximate part of the function on each shift so that they add up the right value, with the gaps allowing us to keep the functions continuous.
A general proof of theorem 1.1 requires the following lemmas to define the inner functions of a KST representation, first stated in [6] :
Lemma 2.1. For each q ∈ {0, . . . , 2n} and at each refinement level j ∈ N, there exists a system of cubes
that nearly cover the unit cube I n , such that for any x ∈ I n , there are n + 1 values for q such that S q j includes x. Additionally, ∀q ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, ∀S ∈ S
Lemma 2.2. There exist functions ψ pq such that for each q and any j ∈ N, the function Ψ q :
We do not prove these lemmas here, but note that the following lemma is sufficient to prove 2.2: Lemma 2.3. The constants λ pq j,i and ǫ j can be chosen so that the following conditions hold: Then, for fixed p, q, the following condition uniquely determines a continuous function
The rest of the proof proceeds following [6] . As this paper focuses on constructing the inner function for KST representation, the proof is not completed here but can be found in the appendix.
3.
A Misleading Candidate for a Lipschitz Inner Function. One's first thought would be that to enforce lemma 2.2, it suffices to construct a Lipschitz monotonic function that separates out values on each of the squares, choosing the values of our function on those squares so that they do not coincide. We will construct such a function to illuminate why this alone fails to satisfy the conditions necessary for theorem 1.1.
We define intervals following Kolmogorov's idea of uniform spacing with shrinking diameters, combined with Sprecher's idea of decimal representation. Fix n. Let γ ≥ 2n + 2 be our base for decimal expansion. Let D k be the set of rational numbers whose rational expansions in base γ terminate at or before the k th decimal place. The
Then, for all q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}, define
γ k+2 , and for each k and a fixed q, the system of corresponding intervals is a translation of the original by a distance For each q = 0, . . . , 2n define
. . , n and the product denotes Cartesian product. For each q = 0, . . . , 2n, at each level of refinement k ∈ N define ψ p,q
, and interpolating linearly on the gaps between successive intervals. In Fig. 1 , we see such a function drawn for the set of intervals shown. Similarly define ψ p,q : I → R as
note that lim k→∞ ψ p,q k = ψ p,q uniformly. Define for each q ∈ {0, . . . , 2n} the function Ψ :
..,p α p and define
Choose the constants λ p,q k,i and ǫ k so that the following conditions hold: 
3. Note that the numbers α 1 , . . . , α n are rationally independent, i.e. ∀x = (
Fix k and q; choose any two (
is rational for all p = 1, . . . , n and not zero.
Why this function is misleading.
We see that lemma 3.1 is sufficient for lemma 2.1. Lemma 3.2 is nearly identical as lemma 2.3. We would expect then that our functions ψ pq (x) = α p (x + qǫ) are valid inner functions for theorem 1.1.
However, this is not the case. We will illustrate this for n = 2, but the flaw extends to higher dimensions. Let γ = 10. Choose α 1 = 1, α 2 = √ 2. Fix q ∈ {0, . . . , 4}; we arbitrarily choose q = 0. Let
The points
For every level of refinement j ∈ N, the function Ψ q j = n p=1 ψ pq j satisfies the separation lemma 2.2, but in the limit, we lose separation: in essence, we only separate function values defined on points in our dyadic expansion D j .
More pressing is the result by Vitushkin in [13] , that such an inner function cannot be continuously differentiable if we aim to represent smooth multivariate functions as superpositions of univariate functions. Vitushkin and Henkin give a stronger result in [14] , highlighted by Lorentz in [10] .
n be a compact connected domain with non-empty interior. Fix m ∈ N and functions p i , q i ∈ C(D), where i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, with for each i, the function q i is continuously differentiable. Let
Then, F is nowhere dense in C(D), and is a set of first category in C(D). In particular, there is even a polynomial that is not contained in F .
Even though at each step, the functions ψ pq j are not continuously differentiable, their limit ψ pq is continuously differentiable. Setting m = 2n + 1, p i ≡ 1 for i ∈ 1, . . . , m, and choosing the functions g i = Ψ i = n p=1 ψ pi our constructed inner functions confirms that a linear inner function does not allow for Kolmogorov Representation.
4. Construction of our Lipschitz Inner Function. We now turn to the construction of our own Lipschitz continuous inner function that meet the conditions for 1.2. We construct functions Ψ
We borrow notation from Sprecher [11] ; as such, we restate lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
Lemma 4.1. Fix j ∈ N and ǫ ∈ (0, 1/2n], and let T j be a set of closed intervals in 
2. Each point intersects n + 1 towns on a level 
, where λ 1 , . . . , λ n are integrally independent. Suppose that each of the families of cubes S q j additionally satisfies:
Following the proofs in [6] , [4] , and [11] , we construct 2n + 1 sets of intervals 
It is sufficient to construct a system of towns that satisfies the following:
Lemma 4.2. For each j ∈ N, the system of towns T j and the function ψ j : [−1, 1] → R ∈ C[−1, 1] satisfy the following:
1. Intervals get smaller uniformly with increasing level sup t∈Tj Diam(t) → 0 uniformly as j → 0.
Each point intersects 2n towns on a level
For each point x ∈ [0, 1], ∃q 1 , . . . , q 2n ∈ {0, . . . , 2n} such that there is some
The maximum slope of ψ j is m j = 1 − 2 −j .
Our algorithm proceeds by examining the intervals at a given level, and breaking larger ones in order to enforce the diameter condition of lemma 4.1. The algorithm is robust to a permutation of the order in which it processes towns. Given a system of towns, we first determine which intervals should be broken. We break these intervals by removing a gap that includes the interval midpoint. Removing these gaps might cause some of these midpoints to no longer be included in at least 2n intervals, so if a midpoint falls in a hole between two intervals in another town, we insert a plug into that hole. We determine the width of these plugs by solving a block-diagonal linear system. By adding in these plugs, we make sure that every break point is contained in 2n + 1 towns, so that when we break apart these intervals, each break point is still contained in at least 2n towns, satisfying lemma 4.2. After adding in all necessary plugs, we proceed to break apart each of the intervals that was above our threshold. If the gap we create is small enough, breaking apart one interval has no effect on other intervals at the same refinement level.
In addition to satisfying lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we desire that the function ψ is robust to choices made during its computation, such as which towns to process first at a given refinement level. If we proceed town-by-town, we may create plugs or gaps that shift into other plugs or gaps at the same level of refinement, changing the function values assigned to other towns at the same level. However, since we solve for all plugs at once on a given level, our functions do have this robustness.
Algorithm 1 outlines our implementation. We begin with ψ 0 ≡ 0 and T 0 = {[−1, 1]}. For each refinement level j ∈ N, there are three primary stages:
1. Find Holes 2. Solve for Plugs 3. Create Gaps We now describe each stage of this implementation in greater detail.
Finding Holes.
Finding which holes need plugs is straightforward. Take T j defined as before at refinement level j ∈ N. For each t ∈ T = {t ∈ T j : |t| ≥ θ j } and for p the breakpoint of t, we define
The break point p is the midpoint of t, unless there is some other break point that is an integer multiple of ǫ away from p; in this case, perturb p by some small rational amount. Denote the set of break points
If | Q j | < 2n + 1, then p falls in a hole, denoted as h p , defined by the open interval between the two closest intervals. Let H be the set of all holes to plug. In the case | Q ∅ j | > 1, we add multiple holes to H , and that a hole in H might contain multiple plugs, if there are multiple break points who, once shifted, fall into that hole.
Solve for Plugs.
For each hole h ∈ H , we proceed as follows. Let ν ≥ 1 ∈ N be the number of points who, once shifted, fall into hole h, denoted by its endpoints h = (b 0 , a ν+1 ). Note that ψ j is linear on h; suppose its slope is m. We wish to construct ν "plugs", i.e. closed intervals denoted π i = [a i , b i ] ⊂ h, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ν, such that for each p i with appropriate shift index q i ,
For simplicity, we define p i = p i − q i ǫ. The plugs π i are constrained so that ψ j+1 (π i ) = ψ j ( p i ) and between plugs, ψ j+1 has slope m = 1 − 2 −j−1 . Denote
Algorithm 1 Lipschitz Inner Function
procedure Lip(n) ⊲ n spatial dimension while j < ∞ do Get all towns above threshold, to break during iteration j: 
The slope constraints provide ν + 1 equations
Since there are 2ν variables but ν + 1 constraints, between each plug we enforce a symmetry constraint 1 on ψ j+1 , that 
. .
Permuting the rows of C creates a block diagonal matrix; since each block is invertible, C is invertible, so a unique solution exists. Given ψ j is monotonic increasing, it is easy to show that the plugs π i are well-defined and do not overlap. On each plug, assign function values
For each h, add the plugs π i to T j .
Create Gaps.
Fix α = 2/3 and β = 1/3. For each p ∈ P j , we proceed as follows. We know ∀q ∈ {−2n, . . . , 2n}, if p − qǫ ∈ [−1, 1], then
Let t = t 0 = [a, b], and define
To avoid creating gaps that overlap, we also define
p∈ Pj q∈{−2n,...,2n} q∈{−2n,...,2n}
Let t n be the next interval greater than t. Assign function values
This creates T j+1 from T j by replacing t with t − and t + for each p ∈ P j .
Analysis of Inner Function ψ.
Claim 4.3. At each j ∈ N, the system of towns T j satisfies lemma 4.2
Proof. By construction, sup t∈Tj Diam(t) ≤ c θ j , where θ ∈ (0, 1) and c ∈ R > 0 independent of j. We will show by induction that ∀j ∈ N, we have ∀x ∈ [0, 1], x is contained in at least 2n towns T q j .
• Base Case:
• Inductive Step: Suppose ∀x ∈ [0, 1], this claim holds true through refinement level j ∈ N. Then, it still holds true after adding in the plugs at refinement level j, since we have added more intervals to T j whilst not removing any gaps. Fix p ∈ P j , and let g be the gap containing point p that we create at this refinement level. By construction, ∀q ∈ {0, . . . , 2n}, we have g ⊂ t q for some t q ∈ T q j . By construction, ∀p 1 , p 2 ∈ P j with gaps g 1 and g 2 , we havē g 1 ∩ḡ 2 = ∅. Therefore, any point x ∈ [0, 1] that is in a gap we remove is still covered by the families T q j+1 , where q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}, and any other point is still covered by some interval in at least 2n of the towns, so the inductive step holds. Proof. Clearly, ψ j is continuous for j ∈ N. We will show the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.5. The function ψ = lim j→∞ ψ j is well-defined, with convergence in the sup norm.
Proof. Let G j = {g p : g p gap containing p ∈ P j } be the set of all gaps and Π j = {π : π plug added at step j} be the set of all plugs. We have
where θ ∈ (0, 1) and c ∈ R > 0 is independent of j. Therefore, by the Weierstrass M-test, the function
is well-defined.
Lemma 4.6. Assume that ψ j is monotonic increasing, constant on each interval t ∈ T j , and linear between such intervals with slope ≤ 1 − 2 −j . Then, ψ j+1 is also monotonic increasing, constant on each interval t ∈ T j+1 , and linear between such intervals, with slope ≤ 1 − 2 −j−1 .
Proof. By construction, ψ j+1 is constant on each interval. Between intervals, we interpolate linearly. For each gap g formed between intervals from T j+1 , let t be the interval to the left of g, and t n be to the right. Exactly one of the following three cases must be true for each g:
1. The same gap g existed between intervals t and t n at refinement level j. 2. At least one of t or t n is a plug created at this refinement level. 3. Splitting the interval created the gap g that we see at this refinement level. In each case, ψ j+1 maintains the desired properties:
1. ψ j+1 does not differ from ψ j on g, and thus by the inductive hypothesis, ψ j+1 maintains the desired properties. 2. From the construction of our linear system, we have that ψ j+1 (t) < ψ j+1 (t n ), enforcing monotonicity, and the size of the gap was chosen so that on g, we have the slope set to m = 1 − 2 −j−1 . 3. Since ρ > 0 and ψ j is monotonic increasing, η > 0, so ψ j+1 (t) < ψ j+1 (t n ).
The value η was chosen so that the slope on g is
Since the uniform limit of a continuous function is continuous, and the slope of the limit is bounded, ψ is Lipschitz continuous with constant 1.
5.
Results. We implemented Algorithm 1 in Python 2.7 using the mpmath package for extended precision accuracy. We used the package intervaltree to provide an interval tree data structure, to efficiently store the system of towns. This code was executed (in serial) on a Razer Blade computer with an i7 processor. The families of towns in Fig. 3 are produced during the first four iterations. Taking a closer look at these families, we observe that there is at most one family that has a gap for any point in [0, 1]; this is verified for iterations j = 3, 4 in Fig. 4 . As in Fig. 3 , we can clearly see the lengths of the largest intervals are approximately halved between iterations, even if the gaps created are small. We produce an inner function ψ as in Fig. 5. 6. Discussion. This algorithm improves upon the smoothness of previous versions of inner KST functions, such as the Hölder continuous versions proposed by Köppen [7] and Braun and Griebel [2] . It has been argued [5] that the functions underlying the Kolmogorov representation lack sufficient regularity for efficient resolution of functions for real-world applications. However, the Lipschitz regularity of our representation, which we will extend to the outer functions in an upcoming publication, should answer these concerns. We envision that this constructive version of the Fridman ψ function, paired with an efficient method of constructing for the outer functions χ q , will enable us to practically compute the Kolmogorov representation of multivariate functions. Our construction opens the door to a wide variety of applications, such as encryption [9] , content-based image and video retrieval [3] , and image compression [8] .
Appendix: Proof of Kolmogorov Superposition Theorem. We conclude the rest of the proof of the Kolmogorov Superposition Theorem. Let Q 1 = q ∈ {0, . . . , 2n} | x ∈ S q jr ;i1,...,in for some indices i 1 , . . . , i n ⊂ {0, . . . , 2n}, and Q 2 = {0, . . . , 2n}\Q 1 . By lemma 2.1, |Q 1 | = n + 1, |Q 2 | = n. 
